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 Abstract -Nowadays people used to communicate 

with the help of social media networks.  There are 

various kinds of online networking.  In olden days 

people used to communicate with the help of mail.  

But many social media have evolved. For example 

Facebook, Twitter etc.  In this social media many 

social bots have evolved, those bots used to spread 

false information about political candidates and 

degrade the character of the popular celebrities.  

The result of common analysis can also be 

changed by the bot in social media.  The social 

media collects the user’s data which is confidential 

that can also be hacked by the malicious bot.  The 

collection of data which increases the features of 

the application and improves the quality of 

service.  The bugs can also be fixed, Due to 

malicious bot there are several threats to people.  

They need to be identified and removed.  

Identifying the malicious bot is a tedious task..  

One of the techniques  is to analyze the character 

and behavior of the malicious bot.  There are 

several methods and algorithms are used to find 

the malicious bot.  Here we are using the 

distinctive method to identify the malicious bot.  It 

includes feature selection supported by the 

transition probability of click stream sequence and 

semi supervised clustering. These are the 

techniques included in this paper.     

Keywords-mobile application, collecting datasets, 

identifying the frequent   clicks, block the hacker 

bots.     

Ⅰ.      INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays the users are using mobile phones 

frequently and there is the nature of using social 

media applications that are liked by the users.  It 

has been proved that social media applications 

are used to find more people in it, and as well as 

they can gather more information about 

everything.   The social media application is a 

massive network where all data will be stored 

and retrieve the information whenever in need. 

This has been done by using reinforcement of 

standard and the efficiency for collecting the 

data and analyzing the stored information in 

social media. The social bot uses a short form 

intended to get earthquake reports with the help 

of entry Bay.  It is used to analyze the 

earthquake information which is related to social 

networks. In different research they utilize 

different techniques to secure the online 

informal organizations.  In online networks we 

have a huge number of clients which will share 

their data and that will be stored in a database. 

The users can access the social media for liking, 

commenting and sharing their posts with their 

friends.  The fake accounts will be created by 

the malicious user so that they can steal the user 

information and compromise their privacy. The 

malicious user uses bots for doing their three 

actions (ie liking, commenting and sharing) 

within a fraction of seconds, but normal users 

cannot access the three actions at a time but only 

a single task can be done by them.  The social 

networks will collect all the datasets of all the 

users who are accessing the social media 

accounts in it. After collecting the datasets we 

need to clean the data who accessed the single 

task, and then we need to give an identification 

number to the unlearned datasets.  The users 

accessed multiple tasks at a time that will be 
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checked by using transition probability with the 

help of zero’s and one’s, the normal user will be 

shown as zero and the malicious bot user will be 

shown as one.  The malicious bots can do their 

task dynamically.  Based on the user activity we 

can easily differentiate who is the normal user 

and the malicious user.  Each user has different 

behavior by accessing the social media 

application.    
 

 

Ⅱ. SYSTEM MODEL   

   

Fig 1: Working of Architecture   

Ⅲ. METHODOLOGY   

    Data Collection     

    The user’s data is collected on the server 

side.  The cyvod technique website, ios and 

android application in it.  The click stream 

sequence is obtained with data burying point.  If 

one wants to build a website of their own they 

can use technology called burying for collecting 

data in a realistic environment.  The other way 

to obtain data is to call corresponding API for 

building websites.           
Experimental Design     
The social bots can do a single task at a time, but 

malicious bots can do multiple tasks at a time.  

The malicious bots can perform mixed tasks.  

For example The normal user can access the 

social media application for liking, commenting 

and sharing their post to their friends.  But 

malicious users can access all the three within a 

fraction of seconds by using transition 

probability.  It will predict the normal user as 

zero and the malicious bot user as one , with the 

help of this we can identify who is the normal 

user and the malicious bot user.     

    Ⅳ.  MALICIOUS SOCIAL BOTS 

DETECTION    

Data cleaning: The data cleaning is used for 

increasing the speed access time and storage in 

the mobile.  It is also used to clean our short 

term actions in our mobile.     

Data processing: The data processing is used to 

select the data from the user’s social media 

application, and then those data’s are labeled as 

1 and malicious user is labeled as -1.  This can 

be done by using clustering.     

Feature selection: In future selection,  some of 

the features  social media applications are used.  

Those features are listed as follows comments , 

like, share, play, feedback.  The time interval 

will be identified from these actions of the 

features  the user performs.   

Semi-supervised clustering method: The center 

point of 2 sets of  clusters are  used to identify 

the user.  Then from the identified clusters, the 

data which are not in the characteristics 

(unlabeled) are removed .  The unlabeled comes 

under a supervised method .   

Obtain the normal user set and social bots 

set:By completing all the above steps , who are 

all the normal users and who are all the 

malicious bot is obtained.    
    

Ⅴ.   RELATED WORK     

[1]BEDM (Behavior enhanced deep model)is 

used to identify the fake accounts. With the help 

of Deep learning methods, BEDM find the 

Malicious users in Social media applications.    

[2]The online social network the trace of post, 

comments and like are performed by the users in 

social media applications. The users will 

differentiate the malicious & normal users social 

media applications.  

[3]This identifies the malicious bot users who 

are spreading rumors about some incidents. And 

also to identify who are creating fake accounts 

in social media applications. 

[4]The functions of attributes . The  normal & 

malicious user is based  on their attributes and 
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also we learned how to have a low amount of 

calculation process.           

[5]It is used to identify the accounts of the 

malicious user in the social media applications. 

Based on the online activities, like transferring 

of money, shopping through online.     

Ⅵ.    CONCLUSION 
The distinctive method is included to detect 

malicious bot in social media application.  The 

transition probability between click stream and 

user helps to identify the malicious bot 

accurately in social media.    

Ⅶ.   FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

The current project deals with only limited 

datasets which are already collected. It has to be 

enhanced. The results are not more accurate, it 

has to be developed with more accuracy. This 

detects malicious bots with only a small number 

of tagged users. Detecting the malicious bot 

goes difficult when numbers of users get 

increased. It has to be overcome by upcoming 

projects. The time used for identifying the 

frequent clicks and malicious bot has to be 

decreased.    
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